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Use standard personal protective gear, such as
safety helmets, safety shoes and clothing that covers
most parts of the body in both winter and summer. In
tasks involving splatter particles, splashes, and the
like, it is necessary to use safety goggles, and as
needed, gloves, ear protection, respiratory masks,
and more.

Do not enter excavations or trenches that are deeper
than 1.2 meters, not surrounded or with sides that are
not properly sloped, or any excavation or trench with
a depth of less than 1.2 meters without appropriate
shoring system, otherwise there is a risk of collapse.
Use a ladder or appropriate stairs for entering and
exiting the excavation.

Digging WorksDigging Works

Do not exceed the manufacturer's load capacity
instructions on work surfaces. 
Work on an edge shall only be done when it is stable and
secure. Ensure to cover or fence openings on the floor
(including pits). Pay attention! It is prohibited to
dismantle parts or edge supports.

Throwing ObjectsThrowing Objects  
from a Heightfrom a Height

Do not throw objects and waste from a height

Work in HeightsWork in Heights

A worker authorized for this, who has a valid training
certificate, will perform work at heights. The worker at
height should receive training from the manager
regarding the risks in his work and ways to minimize
the risk.

Work Surfaces andWork Surfaces and
ScaffoldingScaffolding

Climb only on a stable and safe ladder; make
 sure to hold three grip points on the ladder going
 up/down the ladder. Avoid, as much as possible,
 doing prolonged work while standing on it.

ToolsTools

LaddersLadders
Only tools suitable for the type of work should be
used

PersonalPersonal  
Protective GearProtective Gear
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Obstacles, ProtrudingObstacles, Protruding  
Nails and Sharp EdgesNails and Sharp Edges

Obstacles, Protruding Nails and Sharp Edge One
must ensure a clean work environment free
from obstacles and hazards. Work with safety
shoes compliant with regulations and with a
safety helmet equipped with a chinstrap

Turn to the supervisor for guidance if you are
unsure how to perform the task professionally
and safely. Immediately report any abnormal
events, incidents, or risks you witness at work
or in the environment to the supervisor.

Lifting MachineLifting Machine  
and Craneand Crane

A qualified operator who will make sure
that the machine has a certificate of
inspection by a qualified tester will
operate the lifting machine.
Do not work under a raised load.

Report to theReport to the
SupervisorSupervisor

Basic safetyBasic safety
rulesrules

for workers in thefor workers in the
constructionconstruction

industryindustry
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STOP! If you have not received training or do not
have the knowledge or the appropriate

qualification to perform the assignment.


